In a Little Hula Heaven
by Ralph Rainger and Leo Robin
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**Intro:**

We should be together

In a little hula heaven over a silver-y sea

So gay and free to gether

In a little hula heaven under a ko-a tree

**Bridge:**

Days would be la-zy and sweet-ly cra-zy

Till skies grew ha-zy a-bove

Then we'd be all a-lone to gether

In a little hula heaven living a dream of love

(Whistle)

In a little hula heaven over a silver-y sea

We gotta little hula heaven under a ko-a tree

**Bridge:**

Days would be la-zy and sweet-ly cra-zy

Till skies grew ha-zy a-bove

Then we'd be all a-lone to gether

In a little hula heaven living a dream of love
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